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There is wide interest in the use of diamond detectors for dosimetry in radiotherapy mainly because of
the small dimensions, radiation hardness, nearly tissue equivalence of sensitive material and
capability to deliver the dosimetric response "on line". In order to assess the dosimetric properties of
PTW Riga diamond detectors type 60003, experiments were perfort-ned in conventional (high energy
photon and electron) therapy beams as well as in proton therapy beams. The main detector features
investigated were reproducibility of response,, dose-signal relationship, temperature dependence, dose-
rate dependence, energy dependence ad angular dependence.

High energy photons 6-25 MV) and electrons 6-22 MeV), available at the Radiotherapy Department
of the Florence University, were used for investigating the general properties. Two different PTW
diamond detectors of the same type were used to evidence inter-sample differences. Table summarises
the main differences observed between the two detectors that indicate the necessity to charactenise
each diamond detector individually [I].

Table: Difference in the behaviour of two P-W Riga diamond detectors type 60003

Property Detector#1 Detector#2
Pre-irradiation dose 5 Gy 15 Gy
Complete charge collection > 20 V > 50 V
Dose rate dependence A = .979 A = 0987
Temperature dependence 0.1% OC-1 0.03% C-'
Beam quality dependence (sensitivity),/(sensitivity),=1.05 (sensitivity)y/(sensitivity),=1.04

The beam quality dependence of the detector response is probably the most critical point and this
statement is of particular relevance for proton dosimetry since the proton LET changes with depth in
the medium. Mainly because of the little information available on detector sensitivity variations with
beam energy, the use of diamonds for clinical proton dosimetry is not widespread. In two recent
papers 2,3] a sensitivity dependence on proton energy of a natural PTW diamond detector has been
reported.

Due to the necessity to characterise each diamond detector individually the PTW Riga natural
diamond detector 'M operation at the LNS-INFN, Catania, Italy was tested with the local proton beam
line. This experiment is of main concern because this proton beam, produced by a superconducting
cyclotron and used for ocular melanoma treatment, is available only since 2001 (CATANA beam).
The first patient has been treated in February 2002.
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Proton irradiations �wre performed with non modulated and modulated 62 MeV beams. Attention
was focused on diamond sensitivity variation with LET. The beam energy choice was also motivated
by the fact that the variations of detector sensitivity with proton energy were expected more visible
and of more therapeutic significance in a 60 MeV beam with respect to higher energy beams. In
agreement with a previous publication 3], the diamond detector underestimated doses at the Bragg
peak and at the distal end of a modulated beam of more than 10%. Also dose profiles were determined
with the diamond in agreement with gafchrornic film measurements. Polarization effect, dose-
response linearity and dose rate dependence were also assessed. Data were compared with previous
results obtained using a diamond detector of the same type in the 62 MeV beam at the Clatterbridge
Centre for Oncology, UK 3].
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